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Assignment Sheet
Blogging Assignment

Assignment Sheet
Blogging Assignment

Download a Word version of this document here.

For all posts:

To get full points, your posts must:

Contain correct grammar, spelling, etc. Here’s a tutorial from the WordPress site about using the
spellcheck in WordPress.
Display correct use of hyperlinks (see tutorial on this site).
Reach the 250-word minimum
Be assigned to a category
Carry three appropriate tags
If you use a block quote (from a reading, a classmate’s post, or a news story), your quote will only
“count” for 25 words of your post, regardless of its length (this rule intended to forestall excessive
quoting to drive up word count)

Cumulative Considerations:

In your total output of 5 posts, all 3 categories must be represented

For category “In the News”: 

To get full points, your post must:

Focus on a news story/clip that clearly pertains to themes of course, and is no more than 2 weeks old
Summarize content of this news story accurately
Connect content of this news story to a course reading or class discussion. If connecting to a course
reading, cite page from the course reader in parentheses
Search for your news story on the blog; if somebody else (classmate or somebody from the other
section) has already posted about it, link to their post, acknowledge the way that they connected the
story to course content, and agree or disagree
Include one image or video clip; caption this image with as much information as you have about its
origins and content.

For category “Archive of Childhood”: 

To get full points, your post must:
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http://popcultureandamericanchildhood.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Blogging-Assignment-Rubric.docx
http://en.wordpress.com/features/spell-check/
http://popcultureandamericanchildhood.com/resources/hyperlinking-tutorial/
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Select an object (book, toy, TV show, movie, food, activity) from your own childhood that clearly
pertains to themes of course. (See last semester’s website, the Archive of Childhood, for ideas on the
type of object to pick.)
Summarize characteristics of this object: who made it? When? How much did/does it cost?
Connect object to course readings or class discussion. If connecting to a course reading, cite page
from the course reader in parentheses
Include one image or video clip; caption this image with as much information as you have about its
origins and content

For category “Reading Journal”: 

To get full points, your post must:

Respond to the prompt I’ve posted
When using arguments/facts/ideas from the reading, represent and summarize accurately, and cite
page from the course reader in parentheses
If you choose to connect your argument to a post by one of your classmates/somebody from the other
section (this might make your life easier!), link to their post, correctly summarize their argument, and
respond
Use of image is optional for this category
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http://archiveofchildhood.com/


In the News
No more victim-blaming!

In the News
No more victim-blaming!

According to a news report from The Guardian, more than a month has passed since the killing of 17 year old
Trayvon Martin occurred in a gated, middle-class community near Miami, Florida.

Trayvon Martin was walking back to his father’s girlfriend’s house, when he was shot and killed by
volunteer neighborhood watchman George Zimmerman. Under the claim of self-defense, Zimmerman was
released from questioning and has yet to be arrested. This is where the issue becomes problematic. Sanford
Police argue to have released Zimmerman based on the Florida ”stand your ground” law, which allows
Florida residents to employ deadly force against another person if they fear for their safety, and because of
his supposedly “squeaky clean” record. However, Zimmerman had both a restraining order alleging domestic
violence and a charge of assaulting a police officer, both in 2005. Furthermore, the 911 tapes show that
Zimmerman followed Treyvon, despite being told not to by the Operator. This instance contradicts his claim
of self-defense, for it puts Zimmerman in the position of the aggressor, not that of the victim. His claim is
even further discredited when you consider that Trayvon was unarmed, was half the weight of Zimmerman,
and was carrying nothing but a bag of Skittles and an Arizona Iced Tea. How Zimmerman could have felt his
life threatened by this young boy is beyond me.

Even more problematic, is how the media has handled this case. Fox News reporter, Geraldo Rivera said on
“Fox and Friends”  that the hoodie is as much to blame for Trayvon Martin’s death as George Zimmerman
was. He went on to urge black and Latino parents to not let their children go out wearing hoodies if they want
to avoid racial profiling. Rivera argued that by wearing the hoodie, Trayvon was making himself look as a
gangster, who are frequently perceived as criminals.

Much like the congressmen and individuals who spoke  at the 1994 Hip Hop Hearings, Rivera’s remarks
seem to stem from a intergenerational divide. Both the speakers at the Hip Hop Hearings and Geraldo Rivera
lived during the civil rights movement, a time when a lot of minorities practiced the “regulation of
intra-community behaviors via the promotion of temperance, cleanliness of person and property, polite
manners, and sexual purity” (AMS 310 Lecture, 2011). Minority communities used the politics of
respectability in order to deter the stereotype that minorities are unruly and uncivilized people, and thus have
their social reform movement taken more seriously. This might explain why Rivera, as well as the speakers at
the Hip Hop Hearings, blamed the visible aspects of youth culture (style of clothing, music, etc.) for the
problems that are currently affecting African and Latino Americans.

However, George Lipsitz argues that by blaming the hoodie or “gansta rap”, they are detaching the issues
afflicting minority communities from their true socio-economic and political causes such as lack of jobs, lack
of proper health-care, not enough funding for public education and social programs, etc (Course Packet, 395).
 In a true democracy, people of every sex, ethnicity, and sexuality should have the freedom to wear whatever
clothes they want and listen to whatever music they prefer, without having to fear for their lives or overall
safety.
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http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/mar/20/trayvon-martin-death-story-so-far
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/09/george-zimmerman-trayvon-martin_n_1335984.html
http://usnews.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2012/03/27/10894561-zimmerman-accused-of-domestic-violence-fighting-with-a-police-officer
http://usnews.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2012/03/27/10894561-zimmerman-accused-of-domestic-violence-fighting-with-a-police-officer
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/videogallery/68871920/News/George-Zimmerman-911-call-reporting-Trayvon-Martin
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/23/geraldo-rivera-trayvon-martin-hoodie_n_1375080.html


In the News
No more victim-blaming!

—-Daniela Hernandez
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Lou Vs. the Lorax

Lou Vs. the Lorax

Lou Dobbs Attacks Dr. Suess For ‘Indoctrinating’ Children 

In this recent installment of the popular Fox News segment “The Unmentionables”, pundit Lou Dobbs
attempts to convince viewers that Hollywood-produced children’s movies of recent times, specifically The
Secret World of Arietty (based on the British, mid-century children’s novel The Borrowers by Mary Norton
)and The Lorax (based on the picture book by Dr. Seuss), are rife with “liberal media bias”. Dobbs makes the
argument that The Secret World of Arietty, whose story revolves around a miniature family scavenging the
leftovers of full-sized “human beans” to create and sustain a secret world within our world, implicitly
supports a sort of communistic mentality of involuntary wealth redistribution. He even draws a direct
correlation between the animated film and the Occupy Wall Street movement, which he seems to view as an
insidious coalition, though the protests associated with Occupy have largely pushed broader contemporary
issues of governmental corruption in lieu of any well-defined agenda. Dobbs goes on to criticize the second
children’s film, The Lorax, for extolling the virtues of environmental awareness in the attitude that this
message is anti-business and thus counter-conservative.

"The Lorax" by Dr. Seuss, cover illustration.

The Lorax tells the story of the titular creature, protector of animals and plants, who persistently warns the
“Once-ler”, an ambition business owner who uses a certain kind of tree under the protection of the Lorax to
make “Thneeds”, against the long-term effects of the factory owner’s pollution and over-consumption of the
special trees. When the “Once-ler” irresponsibly ignores the Lorax’s warnings, environmental and financial
ruin ensues. Although it can be said with confidence that the message of The Lorax is pro-environment and
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http://youtu.be/8aVM9OqoOeQ
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1568921/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1568921/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Borrowers
http://werewolf.co.nz/2010/02/classics-the-borrowers-1952-by-mary-norton/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Lorax
http://www.drseussart.com/biography.html
http://occupywallst.org/about/
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Lou Vs. the Lorax

that the environmental movement has been long associated with “liberal” political thought, the moral of the
story can hardly said to be more political than practical – after all, the business owner in the story was unable
to continue his business due to the unsustainability of his pursuits.  Awareness of resource limitation could 
easily be touted as a pro-business concept from this perspective.

"The Borrowers" by Mary Norton, cover illustration.

On the other hand, the book upon which The Secret World of Arietty is based was published in 1952, decades
before any inkling of the Occupy movement and in the midst of the Second Red Scare and anxiety
surrounding the influence of new media such as television and comics on children. This story in particular is
preceded by many and varied apolitical fairy tale creatures surreptitiously inhabiting the human realm of
existence.

Taking these things into consideration, the sort of conjecture about the indoctrination of children through
film shown in this news segment reveals itself as alarmist and ill-founded. Critiques of children’s media in a
similar vein are far from uncommon, exemplified by the controversies surrounding the messages of tolerance
incorporated into the classic television program Sesame Street, beginning with its advent in the 1960s. It
might be useful to ask ourselves: to what degree are people in the news media who preach about the
indoctrination of children actually investigating causal relationships between viewing certain programs or
films and children’s behavior? Or will pundits like Dobbs someday be seen in the same light as Dr. Fredric
Wertham of Seduction of the Innocent infamy?

—–Anna Bennett
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http://thinkprogress.org/alyssa/2012/02/27/432481/lou-dobbs-gets-conspiratorial-about-the-lorax-and-the-secret-of-arrietty/?mobile=nc
http://iws.collin.edu/kwilkison/Resources%20for%20Students/redscare.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_spirit
http://theweek.com/article/index/102691/katy-perry-and-10-other-sesame-street-controversies
http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1868862,00.html
http://art-bin.com/art/awertham.html
http://art-bin.com/art/awertham.html
http://www.lostsoti.org/
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Conservative themes in The Hunger Games

In the introduction to her book Raising Your Kids Right: Children’s Literature and American Political
Conservatism, Michelle Abate briefly discusses conservative themes present in Young Adult fiction (9), but
does not extensively discuss the genre. This exclusion led me to examine a topical Young Adult novel, Susan
Collins’ The Hunger Games (and by extension, the recent film adaptation), and its relationship to
conservatism. At first thought I was sure that there was little connection, but further investigation has
changed my mind.

The first conservative connection agrees with Abate’s assertion of children’s literature affirming
libertarianism. The novel is set in a future where North America is governed by a ruthless totalitarian regime
that constantly oppresses its citizens sense of self and has direct control over all production and
manufacturing. Throughout the book and series the main protagonist, Katniss, constantly rebels against the
government, making her a compelling hero for a political group “concerned that the United States is rapidly
drifting toward socialism and that the size and strength of government is infringing on individual freedoms.”
(11) This theme of rebelling against big government is often seen in many YA dystopian novels.

Christianity has also been closely connected to the American conservative movement, especially since the
rise of evangelical Christians in the 70s and 80s. Since the release of the novel’s film adaptation, several
reviewers have cited elements of the film and novel that seem to connect to Christian themes. Reviewers at 
The Washington Times and The Christian Post point out the main protagonist’s self sacrifice asserts
Christian ideals and connects her to Jesus. Another review connects another character, Peeta, to Jesus,
drawing from “the Bread of Life” that he offers to Katniss, and the fact that he was left for dead, spent
several days in a cave, and emerged “resurrected.” Although some of these connections may be a stretch, the
fact that Christian groups across the nation are appropriating the novel and the film into sermons and bible
study are evidence that some similar themes are present.

Perhaps it’s the fact that many of these stories can be interpreted in different ways that allows scholars to
align them with specific ideals (although Help! Mom! There are Liberals Under My Bed probably can’t be
argued many different ways). Conservative propaganda or not, Michelle Abate has definitely been successful
in making me take closer looks at the literature children, and adults, are exposed to.

——Sam Suarez
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http://communities.washingtontimes.com/neighborhood/worlds-best-selling-book/2012/mar/31/religious-and-political-overtones-hunger-games/
http://www.christianpost.com/news/the-hunger-games-highlights-godless-world-or-glorifies-violence-71929/
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/movies/commentaries/2012/hungergames.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/14/hunger-games-bible-study-pastors-session-suzanne-collins_n_1345032.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/14/hunger-games-bible-study-pastors-session-suzanne-collins_n_1345032.html
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Conservative themes in The Hunger Games

Peeta Bread, get it? From Starryskye.org
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http://popcultureandamericanchildhood.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/DailyPeetaBread.jpg
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Archive of Childhood
Move it, football head!

One of my favorite TV shows from young, couch potato-ing days was “Hey Arnold!” Airing on Nickelodeon
from 1996-2004, “Hey Arnold!” was an animated TV series which followed the adventures of the title
character, Arnold, and his friends, family, and neighbors in the fictional city of Hillwood.

The main character, Arnold, a blonde kid who wears a tiny red hat on top of his large, football-shaped head,
lives with his grandparents in a boarding house, which they own, located in the heart of a busy metropolis.
The boarding house, called Sunset Arms, is a very cramped residency, filled with several quirky characters
from vast ethnic backgrounds, who provide Arnold with a colorful home life. Arnold’s best friend is Gerald
Johanssen, a hip, black kid who knows all of the urban legends in the city. Helga Pataki, a girl in the group,
comes from an upper-middle class background (her dad has a great, beeper empire) and is secretly in love
with Arnold, though she disguises this by acting cruelly towards him. Arnold’s other friends are very
culturally diverse as well, including Jewish, South American, Japanese, and rural children.

“Hey Arnold!” is reminiscent of our recent unit in class covering the childhood of disadvantaged, urban
youths, because the show is one of the few children’s animated series to be set in a completely urban
environment. Several of the characters, including Arnold, are missing one or more parents from their lives.
Much like in our Elizabeth Chin readings, the children’s neighborhood is not very open to play. In the
episode “The Vacant Lot”, the children, fed up with cars interrupting their street baseball games, find a rare,
open, grassy lot in the neighborhood which they attempt to convert into a baseball field. The children
converting their neighborhood into a place in which they can use for play is similar to the girls in the
Elizabeth Chin reading who make their white dolls more like them by braiding their hair. In both instances,
children are able to adapt the situation they are confined to into something they can enjoy more.

—-Hunter Goulden
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http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0115200/
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Eminem wanted poster (poster.net)

When the white rapper Eminem, formerly known as Marshall Bruce Mathers III, came on to the hip-hop
scene in 1998, he quickly became every parents’ worst nightmare; he was overtly homophobic, excessively
violent, and blatantly misogynistic, but most importantly, in a hip-hop culture largely dominated by African
Americans, he was a face that middle-class, white children could relate to.

For a mere fifteen dollars, which could easily be saved up from allowance and lunch money, any kid (myself
among them) could purchase one of Eminem’s albums on their own, despite the Parental Advisory sticker on
the cover of the album, which was supposed to prohibit children under seventeen from buying the album but
which was loosely enforced.

Much like the moral panic of the 1940’s and 50’s surrounding comic books, the controversy surrounding
Eminem and his impact on children became a national talking point, with much of the public split between
whether he should be considered a poetic genius or whether he was simply corrupting the minds of the youth.
Just as comic books were thought to have been “the direct contributing cause of many incidents of juvenile
delinquency and to the imbedding of immoral and unhealthy ideas” (144), so too were Eminem’s vulgar
lyrics, though perhaps with a bit more merit.
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http://www.poster.net/eminem/eminem-wanted-white-rap-artist-4003661.jpg
http://d.yimg.com/ec/image/v1/release/209429430;encoding=jpg;size=300;fallback=defaultImage
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2011/04/violentkidsent.shtm
http://www.smh.com.au/opinion/society-and-culture/listen-up-this-rappers-the-dylan-of-his-day-20111127-1o1is.html
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/brainstorm/200805/does-listening-eminem-make-people-sexist
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Following the release of Eminem’s second album, The Marshall Mathers LP in 2002, the Eminem
controversy boiled over even further as Eminem began to receive criticism from an audience he had not
expected: kids. Students at Sheffield University decided to ban their own radio station from playing any of
Eminem’s songs because, according to Dan Morfitt, the head of music at the station, “three people out of a
student community of 20,000 complained.” This event, similar to the comic book burnings cited by David
Hajdu, begs the question of whether kids themselves were actually offended, or whether the decision to ban
Eminem was actually just “the puppetmastery of reactionary adults exploiting children too sheepish to
defend their own enthusiasms” (119).

The controversy surrounding Eminem hardly hurt his sales, however, as he went on to be the best selling
artist of the decade, proving, just as comics had during their golden era, that the more parents hate something,
the more kids can’t get enough of it.

–Charlie Peskowitz
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http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1320517/Students-ban-Eminem-songs-and-T-shirts.html
http://www.mtv.com/news/articles/1627833/eminem-bestselling-artist-decade.jhtml
http://www.mtv.com/news/articles/1627833/eminem-bestselling-artist-decade.jhtml
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Fifth Reading Journal Prompt: Arthur, William, and Agency

Returning to the notes you took while watching “Hoop Dreams,” use textual
evidence (instances from the movie) to answer the following set of questions:

To what degree does the filmmaker (Steve James) portray his subjects as having agency? In other words,
when and in what ways do Arthur and William make choices that change their own futures? When and in
what ways are Arthur and William depicted as being at the mercy of larger forces outside of their own
control?

Why do you think James chose to depict the role of individual agency in his movie in the way that he did?

You can choose to address these questions across the whole movie (by arguing for James’ overall approach),
or you can select an individual incident that you find particularly telling and analyze that incident in depth.

–Rebecca Onion
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http://popcultureandamericanchildhood.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/220px-Hoop_Dreams.jpg
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The Road From Hoop Dreams To Realities

Throughout the 171 minutes of Hoop Dreams, there are various documented instances of agency within
William and Arthur’s lives. The  filmmaker, Steve James, decides –whether he intended to or not– to portray
these instances in different lights according to who was the focus of the situation and who was wielding the
power.

When the documentary focused on William, his success at St. Joseph’s are attributed to the positive choices
he makes –the agency that he has; William works hard to increase his reading level; William doesn’t allow
himself to be intimidated by others and as a result, gains self-confidence; William works hard to get his ACT
scores high enough to qualify for a scholarship: William chooses Marquette over all the other colleges.
These exercises of academic agency set William up to be a hard working young man who can do great things
with his future for the better…when the opportunities arise –and they do not seem to come by as often as they
should for him. In contrast to the agency that positively affects William in the classroom, the agency that puts
him at the mercy of someone else outside of tends to provide hardships for the promising young man. His 
father is not involved in raising him so the burden of raising a son in a toxic neighborhood is placed solely
upon his mother; the coach at St. John’s rides him and holds him responsible for the success of the team,
which leads to the coach requiring so much of him even while he has a messed up knee; his family is
portrayed as living out their dreams through him. There are instances in which an outside agency changes
William’s future for the better. St. John’s helps him find a wealthy benefactor so that he can remain at  their
school. In short, when William is at the mercy of outside forces, those forces are portrayed as either harmful
or with their best interest at heart which poses William as a victim more often than not.

With Arthur’s experience with agency, there is one instance that stands out. Towards the end of the film,
Arthur’s father discusses what led him to finally quit drugs and he reveals that watching himself buy crack
with his son a mere basketball court away shamed him because his son tried to do things to better his life and
follow his dreams and as a father he was a failing to provide a positive role model. Arthur managed to have
agency over his father and affect him positively. This shows hope for his future if he continues to strive for
the most positive outcome for himself, he can not only better his life, he can inspire others to do the same
with theirs.

—Zarina Munoz
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